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1 Introduction 
One of the big challenges in physics is still the approach to equilibrium. A completely 
satisfying argument, how we can pas; from the deterministic evolution of finitely many 
particles to the evolution of many particles, where the system converges to a stable 
state, that can be characterized only by a small number of parameters is still missing. 
Nevertheless our understanding of chaotic behaviour has improved in the last decades 
and we know now examples in classical mechanics where deterministic time evolution 
leads to chaotic behaviour. 

Nature is governed by quantum mechanics and therefore we have to search for similar 
behaviour also in this framework. There are two different approaches. Either we put 
the convergence property already into the time evolution. This happens if we consider a 
small system coupled weakly to an infinite temperature reservoir. As a consequence time 
evolution becomes a contraction semigroup and the system is driven to equilibrium by 
the temperature reservoir. 

But in classical theory we already did succeed inside of a closed system. In quantum 
mechanics of finitely many particles we observe immediately that we must fail: a time 
evolution necessarily has to be inner, implemented by a Hamiltonian, that is invariant 
in time. So we have only two possibilities, a continuous spectrum that makes everything 
disappear to infinity or a point spectrum, that makes everything quasi-periodic. Therefore 
we realize that it is necessary to pass to the thermodynamic limit, where automorphisms 
are not inner any more. Here it becomes possible that correlations decrease in the course 
of time and chaotic behaviour occurs. 

In the following we will define, what is a reasonable concept of a quantum K-system. 
It will turn out, that there are several possibilities with different advantages and disad
vantages. We will discuss the consequences and finally show how such /f-systems can be 
constructed. We will see that these /f-systems are related to the beautiful structure of 
the Jones algebra. It will appear that in the quantum situation possibilities are richer 
than in the classical situation and new features occur. 

2 Characterization of i^-System 
In 1958 Kolmogorov [1] introduced the concept of /f-automorphisms in classical mechan
ics, first as an abstract version of Bernoulli shifts. Later it turned out that in fact the 
class of /(-automorphism is larger than those of Bernoulli shifts, though there exists some 
weak equivalence [2,3]. The definition can easily be generalized to quantum systems: 

Definition: Let (M,o,u) be a von Neumann algebra M with automorphism a and 
invariant state u = uf o a. a is a K-automorphism with respect to a subalgebra A0 if the 
following conditions are satisfied: 

(i) oAo D Aa-

(ii) An^o^A) — Al> The intersection is understood as intersection of sets. 
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(iii) Vn̂ o-Ao = M. The unio;. is understood as the algebra generated by the constitu-
tents. We will call (M,<r,Ai) an algebraic /f-system. 

Remark: It is not really necessary to assume that M is a von Neumann algebra and 
that there exists an invrriant state. Since we will need them later, we do not insist on 
the largest generality in this definition [3,4]. 

Examples 

(El) The Bernoulli shift 
Let Bx « {P, 1 - P}. Let 

0 +oo +oo / i in \ 

A = < 8 ) ß „ M= ® Bx, oBx = Bx», "'= <S> i/o • 
«=-oo zs-oo i=—oo V > J 

This Bernoulli shift is equivalent to the baker transformation on T 2 : (x,y) —» 
(2z, \ + |9(2z — 1)). Bx can be generalized to higher dimensional abelian algebras 
and w can be generalized to include correlations between Bx and BI+n, but these 
correlations must decrease with n. 

(E2) The shift for quantum systems 
Here Bx is replaced by Ml where Mn is isomorphic to the n x n matrices. 
In the following we will have in mind 

1/n 

so that M becomes a IL, algebra. 

(E3) The Fermi algebra with shift 

Bt~{a„4}*Ml 

The translated ax satisfy the anticommutation relations. 

It remains to see, given M and a, how it is possible to find in a constructive way Ao 
or how can we decide that such an A$ cannot exist. 

In classical mechanics the answer is fairly easy. We have to use the concept of the tail 
of an algebra. 

Definition: Let B C M be a subalgebra. We define the tail 

T{B) = A V »-i-i" 
l'=0«=0 
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Properties: [6] 

1. Let C C B. Then T(C) C TB). 

2. T(d*B) = T(B). 

3. o-r(5) = T(ß). 

4. Let (Af,a, A ) be a A-system. Let B C a n A for somen. Then T(ß) = Al. 
For a classical algebra we have the following additional properties [7]. 

5. Let (At, a, Ao) be a A'-system. Let B be a finite dimensional subalgebra of B. Then 
T(B) = Al. 

6. Let T(B) = Al for all finite dimensional subalgebras. Then (M,<r) is a /(-system. 
Ao can be constructed as lirn^ j i n i t e Vjĵ o °nBk for some appropriately increasing 
sequence of S*. 

In the noncommutative case there is a drastic change due to the fact that taking 
the product of algebras is not continuous any more. In the classical situation for Bn —• 
B and An -* A we can conclude Bn V An —* B V A. But consider Bn = {\<p)(<?{}, 
An = {| cosan(p + sinorB^)(cosan<f + sinanV»|}, then 0„ V A = {|v>)(vl> W W , hW\i>\) 
independent of a n , so for a„ —• 0 we have a discontinuous jump. 

In fact let us examine the example of quasifree automorphisms: 

(E3) Consider aax = as+i. Then A = {a x, aj, x < 0, y < 0} gives a A'-system. 

(E4) Consider the continuous analogue with oxa(f) = a{fx), where fx{y) =•• /(y — 
x). Then A = {°(/)» a t(/)> supp / C R~} leads to a continuous A'-system 
(M,Ao,<rx). 

(E5) Consider the above example. Take B - {a(f), a f(/); f{x) = e-**}". Then 

Proof: If g 1 to all e-<*+»'>̂  y < 0, i.e. if G{y) = J$(x)e-<x+»>adx = 0 for y < 0, 
then we can continue analytically so that G(y) = 0 for y € R and g(x) = 0. 

(E6) Take in the above example only values of y € Z~. Then g is only determined up 
to T,kS(x + 2irk)e~l*+2wk). This gives enough freedom to construct a g that is 
orthogonal to e^*+n)\ but not to e-<*-n>* (9]. 

In summary we see that in the quantum case so far we have to rely on more or less 
good luck to find the appropriate A that ensures that a is a A-automorphism. Classical 
mechanics provide us with an alternative to define a A-system that keeps its continuity 
properties also in the quanta! situation. 

Definition: (10] M,a,w) is called an entropic A-system if 

A) lim hv(an, A) = Hj^A) V A finite dimensional in M. For the definition of dynamical 
entropy h and H we refer to [11] in this volume. See also [12,13]. 
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Remark: In the classical situation we have the following equivalent possibilities: 
B) hu{*,A)>0VA?zl. 

C) limbecIilQt-ootfw(tf,*"+iM,....o***A) - H(vn+>>A,...,(T^'A) = //„(B), 
A,B € My ji > 0. In the quantum case we have the implications C —» A —* 
B. If (C) is satisfied, we say, A has a trivial entropic tail. 

Examples 
(E2) Now we have also to refer to a state. The simplest example leading to an entropic 

/(-system is provided by the tracial state. But also other extremal invariant faithful 
states (therefore no pure states) are permitted. 

(E3) We refer to the tracial state. Remember that (M,C,AQ) is an algebraic K-system. 
Take 

ß - { -2~'"l _ i -
Than HT(B) = In 2. But B V oB can easily be shown to be isomorphic to M2. 
Therefore Hr{B,<rB) = In 2. It follows that 

lim -H(B, <rB,..., o*B) < lim -[H{B, <rB) + H{*2B, SB) +.. .J = ]• In2 < In2. n n 2 
So we see that M is not an entropic if-system. Whether also B) is violated is still 
an open problem. 

(E4) If we restrict ourselves to the even subalgebra of example (E3) then {M, a) is also 
an entropic /if-system. In fact we have the general theorem [8]. 

Theorem: Let (M,<r,Ao) be an algebraic K-system. Let in addition a be strongly 
asymptotically abelian, then (M,a) is also an entropic /f-system. 

The proof is based on the cluster properties that are satisfied by /f-automorphisms. 
(E5) We consider M to be the crossed product of L°°(T2) and the baker transformation 

with Z, i.e. the algebra of functions f(x, n), x 6 T2, n € Z, with the multiplication 
rule (a the baker transformation on T2) 

U • 9)(x, n) = 53 /(*, k)g{akx, n - k), af(x, n) = /(ax, n). 
* 

This is a noncommutative algebra and evidently not an algebraic A'-system, because 
/(n) are invariant under the automorphism. In fact it is also not an entropic K-
system. 

limH(f(x,kU(cTx) g{c!«lx))- H{g{anx),...,g{am^x)) = 

= H(jdxf(x,n))<H(f(x,n)) 

and C) is violated. (For details see [14].) 
We turn now to the cluster properties, i.e. the behaviour of time correlations that 

really describe the ergodic behaviour of the system. 
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Definition: [7,15] (M, <r,w) is called mixing if 

lim u{AanB) = u{A)u(B) VA,B£M. 

If u leads to a cyclic and separating representation, so especially for the tracial state and 
all equilibrium states, then it follows that 

lim u(A*nBC) = u{AC)u(B) or w- lim [A,o*B] = 0. 

Therefore the system is weakly asymptotically abelian. Every normal state (so every 
state over the same von Neumann algebra) i3 the result of an inner perturbation, i.e. 
<p(A) = u(3^AB) and therefore due to the mixing property converges to the equilibrium 
state w for n —» dboo. 

Definition: [6,7] (M, a, w, Ao) is called A-mixing with respect to AQ if for all A € M, 
e > 0, 3 no such that 

|w(/l<rn£) - w(A)w(B)| < e|j B|| V B e A>, n > no-

Therefore the system is uniformly mixing, though with the restriction that B € Ao-
General uniformity would be in contradiction to the group property of a, so A-mixing is 
the strongest property we can hope for. We do not really need to refer that Ao gives rise 
to a A-automorphism. The above definition leads in any case to the fact that 

w- lim a'nB = u(B)l B e A). 
»-»CO * ' 

This is related to the triviality of the tail, though not in the algebraic sense but in the 
entropic sense. That Ao should give rise to a /f-system stems from the fact that we 
demand that A'-mixing should be an improvement of mixing, i.e. a~nB 6 Ao for all B 
and n sufficiently large. Again it would be sufficient that st-lima".4o = M, so we need 
not a strict imbedding to get a reasonable interpretation for A'-mixing. 

That a A-automorphism leads to A-mixing can easily be seen by the following ob
servation: 

Lemma: Define PQ to be the orthogonal projection operator P0H = Ao\ii) with |fi) the 
GNS vector of the invariant state u. Let a be implemented by U. Then UnPoUnm — P_„ 
with P_„W = ,4_„|ft). Therefore for (M,<T,AQ,W) an algebraic A-system it follows that 

(})Pn>Pk,k>nt 

(ii) st-lim,,-,,» Pn = 1, 

( i i i )sMim n _ o e P n = |fiHfi|-
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/(-clustering is a consequence of this strong convergence. Further we can define a time 
operator T = '£nn(Pn — P,,_i). This operator satisfies the Weyl relations with U, 

WTU = T + \ 

and therefore U must correspond to the shift on (infinitely many) tori and therefore, 
apart from |ft)(fl| has an absolutely continuous infinitely degenerate spectrum [3]. 

The existence of such a time operator immediately opens the possibility to define 
Lyapunov functions [16], i.e. functions that are monotonically increasing in time. Of 
course such a function should also have some physical interpretation and a good candidate 
is 

Theorem: S{u> oo*\ipo cr*)^ is monotonically increasing with 

lim S(u o o*\(p o an)j^ = S(w\<p)A and lim S{u o o*\<p o o*)j^ = 0. 

Remark: The relative entropy is a measure of the entropy if we also take into account 
the energy exchange with the reservoir. If tp is the equilibrium state it is just the difference 
of the free energies of u and <p. Therefore the physically relevant direction is n —* —oo 
and its decrease to zero. The convergence is a consequence of monotonicity of the relative 
entropy with respect to completely positive maps and continuity with respect to norm 
topology. It is not continuous in the weak topology, that is the source why we have to 
restrict S to Ao- This shows that the physical interpretation should be done carefully. 
For finite dimensional algebras we have convergence to zero in both directions of time for 
the price of monotonicity. In fact, the definition of an entropic K-system is completely 
reversible, if (A, at) satisfies it, so does (A, a_ t). The algebraic definition prefers one time 
direction, but for the other time direction another algebra A0 can be found, at least in 
the classical situation. Whether it is possible also in the quantal situation will partly be 
answered in the next chapter. 

We return once more to the cluster property. We have seen that for algebraic K-
systems we always have K-clustering. For entropic /(-system the optimal answer is not 
yet found, of course, the best would be that every entropic /(-system is also an algebraic 
one, but this is an open and rather doubtful question. The converse cannot be true due 
to counterexample (E3). But at least we have the following result [17]. 

Theorem: Let (M,<T,T) be an entropic /(-system, T the tracial state on M. Then a 
is strongly asymptotically abelian, i.e. 

st- lim [A, o»B) = 0 and limrf/Ur-B) s T{A)T(B). 

So the physically relevant property of clustering is guaranteed and we have in addition 
the stronger version of independency for long time separation that corresponds to strong 
asymptotic abelianess. 
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3 Construction of Algebraic K-Systems 
We concentrate on AQ to be a type IIt algebra with tracial state UQ and trivial center. For 
constructing a /(-system we have only to pick a subalgebra of Ao, say A-\, that again is 
of type II] and has trivial center. If both are, in addition, hyperfinite, then the existence 
of an isomorphism a~l from Ao to A-\ is guaranteed, unique up to automorphisms of 
A-i- Then by repetition we get a chain 

Ao D A-\ D A-i 

We have to examine 

1. Can we extend the chain also to the left? 

2. When is VC^o^Ao = Al? 

3. If C\<r~nAo i=- Al, can we find a sub-/(-system in the algebraic sense? 

4. Does there exist a subsystem that is an entropic /(-system? 

The answer to all these questions is given by the Jones algebra [18]. 

Theorem: Let Ao D A-%, w© the trace over Ao with fio its GNS vector. Define «i to be 
the orthogonal projection et7io — ei*o(A>)fto = xo(«4-i)flo- Define A\ = {^4-i V ex}". 
Let Jo implement the antiisomorphism Ao —* AQ. Then J0A\J0 = A'_\- Further there 

exists eo € Ao, such that Ao = M-i Veo}". fl-i = -7= co|«%) implements the tracial state 
VA 

w_i on A-i, such that *o(-^o)|ß-i) = *oM-i)l^-i)- krt l^i) implement the tracial state 
a;, on Ax. Then (fti|e,|n,) = (fioleolfio) = A. A - 1 is the index [Ao : A.t) = [At : Ao). 
The construction can be continued in both directions to obtain an infinite chain 

. . .An D A„-l • • -Ao 3 A-i D . . .A-n D A-n-l D 

There exists a corresponding chain of algebras 

AVn 3 / t n - l • • • /vo D 7v- l D • • . T\--n 3 7 c _ B _ i D . . . , 

where TZn — {en, e„_i,...}". They satisfy 

[7l n:7c n_ 1] = [A:>l f c - i] Vn,fc. 

Between the projection operators c n there are the relations of the generators of the braid 
group 

«nCniiCn = Aen, e„e n + J - en+jen, |;| > 2. 
Therefore Ho is fixed just by the parameter A. The permissible parameters A'1 form the 
set {4 cos3 x/n\n = 3,4...} U (4,00]. Let En be the conditional expectation from An+i to 
An which is canonical with respect to the trace. Then en+2<*n+ien+2 = En(an+i)en+J. 
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The connection to algebraic K-systems is found by the following observation [6]: 
Given AQ and A-u fto can be changed by unitary operators belonging to A~\. This is 

exactly the freedom in the choice of the automorphism between -4o and A-\. Assume, in 
Tin already e©,e_i,...e_„ are fixed (which also fixes A-2,...,^4_m_i). Then it is possible 
to fix a such that a - l e* = ek_i,fc = 0,...,—n + 1. In this sense the chain constructed by 
the isomorphism coincides with the chain to the right constructed following Jones. To the 
left we use again Jones' construction and enlarge the isomorphism by defining «re» — ê +j 
according to the fact that Ao = fo V A-i}", so Ax = {<«*> V a A. i}" = {ex V A*}". 
Therefore we have solved question 1 and really extended the chain to the left. 

Concerning question 2 we have the following theorem: 

Theorem: T[Ao) CAmMViVm,neZ.Amr\TV'isa.a invariant algebra (as set). 

In an algebraic /f-system there 6o not exist any c invariant finite algebra. If we 
assume that A* n TV^ is finite, then M = V<r"A>« » /f-system, iff M A TV = z l . 

Remark: It may be that it is not necessary to assume that A4 A TV finite. We do not 
have a counterexample. But we know that there exist a invariant infinite subalgebras, so 
a proof in the general situation is missing. 

Question 3 and 4 are answered in one step. 
Evidently H itself is an algebraic and entropic K-system, since it is a factor and the 

shifts acts on it strongly asymptotically abelian [18,19]. Assume now that {M,Ao,c) 
itself is an algebraic K-system. Then it contains an entropic /(-system (larger or equal 
to TV) (Af, Bo, c) so that the relative commutant M AAP is trivial according to the above 
theorem. 

We now try to construct a /f-system more explicitly than by the above imbedding 
mechanism. 

Jones has shown that 7l(\) really exist for all A in the allowed set. Pimsner and Popa 
[19] have given a more concrete version of this construction for A = 1/2 and A < 1/4. 

a) K(l/2) is given by 

* = [o o)®[ i j 

- - ( : i W ; ! W ! ° . w : i ) 

Notice that Ho A TV_X = cl. a1 corresponds to the shift. 
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b) ft(A), A < 1/4, A = «(1 - I), 

*-'(;:M::)+iM:iM?:) 

and ft(A) is the subalgebra of the tensor product and a the shift. 

Notice that now T2© A"R1, = ( ^ J 0 1 , so the relative commutant is not trivial. 

We can now find a method to find other /f-systems: 

A) Let M C ft be a subalgebra that is a invariant as a set. Such subalgebras exist. 
Take e.g. the algebra built by even monomials of order 4 in creation and annihilation 
operators. Then tf0 = N A fto forms a A'-system. 

B) Assume there exists an isomorphism 9 from ft -* M satisfying 9a = o9. Then find 

Mn corresponding to the Jones construction MH ~) ft» 5 Af». Then {Mna} form 
a chain and this chain corresponds to a K-system if fto A A/JJ = cl = A40 A ft£. 

A typical example of this situation is given if we start with the algebra 72.(1/4) and 
imbed it into the tensor product. 

C) Another example of a /(-system is given if we consider Mn obtained from Mn~\ 
a& a crossed product with a free automorphism a* satisfying o* = 1. Then \Mn : 
A4n_i] = n. For n = 2 M0 can be obtained from fto again as a crossed product 
with respect to a free automorphism ß,ß2 = 1, according to the above description 
[61. 

But take n > 4. Then Mn A A4 n_, ~ cl, whereas ft» A ftn_, = ( a . J ® 1. It 

follows that the isomorphism 8Mn = ftn cannot commute with a. 

In classical theory there are quite a number of strong results concerning the classifi
cation of /f-automorphisms, e.g. one knows that Bernoulli shifts are isomorphic, if they 
have the same entropy [7]. On the other hand, there exist /(-automorphisms that are 
weakly but not strongly isomorphic to Bernoulli shifts [5]. This latter construction can 
easily be copied for the quanta] situation (it describes e.g. the passage from the tensor 
product algebra to the Fermi algebra). But now we have also other alternatives. So far 
we have no general answer when two /(-automorphisms are isomorphic. We propose a 
number of open problems that might help to classify possibly /(-automorphisms. 

A) Let [An : «4-i) = A. Are there restrictions on [Ao : fto)? 

B) Let (M, Ao, o) be a /(-system. Does there exist some other B0 such that (M, BQ, <T) 
is also a /(-system. If so, are there relations between [Ao '• .4-i] and [B0 : B~\)1 



C) Are there relations between [.4o : A-x], {̂ o - ^©] and h(a) (e.g. [Ao - -A_i) gives a 
lower bound for A(a), see [19]. [Ao '• ̂ o] should improve this bound)? 

D) Can one take the root of a K-automorphism? Evidently this is only possible if 
B) can be answered positively due to the fact that there exists a lowest value of 
[Ao : A.t). 

E) Let (M, a) be an entropic /f-system, can we find an Ao such that {M,Ao, <r) is an 
algebraic /f-system? 
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